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matt smith (evolve nutrition kawasaki ninja 300) was just a tenth of a second up the road in his
debut at pwc. stewart spencer (asap world kawasaki ninja 300) made up plenty of ground to take the
second row ahead of robert roopnarine (evil customs/bikefin kawasaki ninja 300) and jason walz
(evolve nutrition kawasaki ninja 300). the second row was completed by adam muzzik (the mag
workshop kawasaki ninja 300) and william watts (the mag workshop kawasaki ninja 300). fast time
and podium positions were exchanged in the afternoon session. kewyn snyman (the mag workshop
ktm rc390) recovered from his accident and stormed away from the rest of the field, taking first
place. behind him, ryan mulhern (reynolds performance kawasaki ninja 300) was second, and
capetonian connor hagan (nph electrical kawasaki ninja 300) was third. the new super300 category
provided the closest racing of the day. a couple of very fast kawasaki ninja 300s had a lot of fun with
the traffic on the course. kewyn snyman (the mag workshop kawasaki ninja 300) was the first rider
to pick up the pace, flying away to the chequered flag. ryan mulhern (reynolds performance
kawasaki ninja 300) was second, and capetonian connor hagan (nph electrical kawasaki ninja 300)
was third. one thing that distinguishes the kawasaki bk-117 from the rest of the supercruiser class is
its huge fairings, and the fact that they are installed over the rider and not under him. this makes for
a very low centre of gravity, giving the kawasaki a real advantage in the technical aspects of the
supercruiser class. this advantage was confirmed in the qualifying session. kewyn snyman (the mag
workshop kawasaki ninja 300) put in a very consistent lap, and when his bike was running, it was
hard to stop. ryan mulhern (reynolds performance kawasaki ninja 300) came home in second place
ahead of capetonian connor hagan (nph electrical kawasaki ninja 300).
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in the supergp, the kawasaki zx-10r was a clear winner. it was the fastest open-cockpit pwc on the
grid and fastest of all the zx-10r models. it was just too fast for my liking. the riding position was just

right for me. the only problem was the engine idling too high. i found a perfect compromise at
6500rpm which is just about perfect. dylan barnard (shop #74 yamaha r6) had a great weekend,

going quickest in the first two sessions and setting the second fastest time in friday's supergp
qualifying. he was joined on row one by adam grover (kawasaki racing south/remastered motorsport
kawasaki zx6r) and trevor westman (mad mac kawasaki racing team zx6r), who was in the third row

after a relatively slow race at the last round. joe pinder (grr automotive yamaha r6) surprised the
crowd by leading the fourth row, and was joined by newcomer christian harrison (grr automotive
yamaha r6). eurocopter ec145(airbus h145) reality fs2020 xp11 xp10 fsx fs2004 usage role civil

utility helicopter origin multi-national manufacturer airbus helicopters (formerly eurocopter )
kawasaki heavy industries introduction 2002 developed from mbb/kawasaki bk 117 developed into
eurocopter uh-72 lakota specifications (ec145 (c-2)) crew two seating 9 (passenger configuration)

max speed 268km/h (145kn) cruise 246km/h (133kn) range 680km (367nmi) (typical) 855km
(462nmi) (ferry) ceiling 5,240m (17,192ft) length 13.03m (42ft 8.99in) rotor diam. 11m (36ft 1.07in)

height 3.45m (11ft 3. 5ec8ef588b
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